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design spotlight
Norah Head

a dream of 
   going green

Reno or rebuild? It’s a curly question for any homeowner,  
but the family living in this Norah Head home took a bold step  

to create a house for the future.

Words Rachel Smith 
Photography Julie Boland 
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house or person name + location

S o much of renovating or building is about two lists: the wish list and the 
reality list. For vets Alison and Glenn, the goal was simply to renovate 
the 40-year-old Masterton home in which they had raised their two sons, 

Tom (15) and Mitch (11), for over six years. But once architect Ian Esplin saw 
the Norah Head site on the NSW Central Coast, with its distant ocean views and 
beautiful Melaleuca grove, he knew a reality check was in order. Modifying the 
existing house simply was not the best option for this eco-friendly family.

“The building they wanted to renovate was too small, not in particularly good 
condition and wasn’t very well laid out. Plus, they’re a growing family, and the 
existing home didn’t take advantage of the site,” Esplin explains.

Instead Esplin – whose “face fell”, says Alison, when told of the initial $250,000 
budget – convinced the couple they would be better off investing in a complete 
knock-down and rebuild. “Sometimes a more efficient, smarter design may cost 
more in capital, but it translates to a lower ongoing cost,” Esplin explains. “It’s 
about building for the future.”

Sometimes a more efficient, smarter design may  
cost more in capital, but it translates to a lower 

ongoing cost. It’s about building for the future.
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dream design
Once Alison and Glenn had decided to rebuild, their brief was straightforward: not 
to enlarge the home’s existing footprint (a slight L shape with a total floor area of 
276 square metres) but to create a spacious, light-filled, low-maintenance home 
with a bath overlooking the ocean – and a loo with a view! Sustainability measures, 
including solar hot water, rainwater tanks and energy efficiency, were also key.

The bath – a lightweight, moveable fibreglass tub from Aqva – became a reality, as 
did most of the other eco-friendly features the couple wanted. “We spent a lot of 
time looking into greywater and recycling, but we decided we didn’t need it due 
to the tanks,” says Alison. “We also had to can the solar panels – this was before 
the rebates came in and, for panels costing $50,000 for just a 20% reduction on 
our electricity, it would have stretched us to the limit financially.” 

Downstairs, a tiled deck faces the garden, leading to a tiled hallway that curves 
round the rumpus room and onto the boys’ bedrooms and bathroom. A garage 
and laundry take up the rest of the lower storey. The innovative timber box 
staircase – cheaper to build than using steel – leads up to the open-plan second 
storey where there is oodles of living space complete with kitchen, lounge and 
dining areas, a master bedroom, office and second bathroom. Elevated Spotted 
Gum decking and sliding doors at both the front and rear of the house fulfilled 
the couple’s desire to connect with the environment.

…we wanted to 
make the most 

of the block, 
which has 

beautiful views 
and … 17 huge 

Melaleuca 
trees – it’s like 

a cathedral.
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green cost cuts 

The window placement in this home 
maximises natural lighting, reducing 
the need to switch on lights during the 
day. Low-emissivity (low-e) windows are 
installed throughout the house, keeping it 
cool in summer and warm in winter.

A huge 2.5 metre overhang on the east-
facing front deck cuts off the hot morning 
sun, while the skillion roof projects up like 
a sail, creating suction and drawing the 
hot air out of the upper louvered windows 
to naturally cool the house.

Three 5,000L underground tanks in 
the front garden pump filtered, crystal 
clear rainwater into the house and 
provide the majority of the family’s water 
requirements. If tank levels run dry, the 
mains automatically kick in.

Also boosting the home’s energy 
efficiency is the solar evacuated tube hot 
water system, about 40% more efficient 
than a flat panel system.
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The treelopper who was hired to trim back the Melaleuca trees before the build 
– and install possum and rosella boxes for the family’s furry neighbours – was 
amazed when Alison gave him strict instructions on which branches to cut. “I’m a 
bit of a greenie,” she admits, “and we wanted to make the most of the block, which 
has beautiful views and a gorgeous backyard with 17 huge Melaleuca trees – it’s 
like a cathedral. So I didn’t want to chop any trees down. He said, ‘Wow, it’s so 
nice to be caring for trees and not just hacking them down – I’ve never had to go 
up trees and hang possum boxes before.’ And you can tell they’re lived in, too – 
within a month you could see chew marks!”

light years ahead
The design and building of this home took two years, making use of as many 
lightweight materials as possible, including a timber-frame construction. In fact, 
it is a house Esplin could not have built with heavyweight materials. 

… everything 
is much 

easier… with 
lightweight 
materials.

“If you want to build a brick wall and sort of cantilever it on top of another 
structure, it becomes very complex and expensive, but with lightweight materials, 
you’ve got so much freedom with how you can use them,” he says. “The openings, 
the spans – everything is much easier and more flexible with lightweight materials.”

The Ritek roof is a case in point. A composite panel roof system that puts paid to 
conventional rafters and laying tiles, each ‘sandwich’ panel features two sheets of 
corrugated iron roofing material with an inside core of polystyrene that can be 
screwed onto the roof in just days. Using the Ritek system, it is easy to span big 
openings and create large overhangs.

For its low-maintenance stability and striking look, Scyon™ Linea™ weatherboard 
cladding was chosen for the upper storey of the house. “Linea weatherboard has 
accessories which also help you create a seamless profile around corners and 
windows,” says Esplin, “and the boards are pre-primed, which eliminates the 
labour you’d require doing that first coat of paint.” 

The importance of taking the time to design a house properly was not lost on 
the clients, who love the light, airy elegance of their new home, the fact that 
it’s easy to clean and the ‘massive’ amounts of money it saves them in utilities. 
Best of all, and most importantly for this family, it has brought the outdoors in. 
“Ian designed the house so that wherever you are in it you can look out and see 
nature,” says Alison. “That’s really us. If a white-breasted sea eagle goes by, I can 
run out on the verandah and see it flying overhead.”

how does your 
garden grow?

The beautiful garden was a huge 
drawcard for the couple when they 
first bought this block – and still is; 
they each control a section. “Glenn 
has the backyard and I have the front 
yard, otherwise we fight,” laughs 
Alison. “We can plant whatever we 
want in our own section!” 

An interest in native plants inspired 
Alison’s design for her plot. “I went 
out into the local bushland during 
springtime to pick the plants that 
were indigenous and flowering well,” 
she says, “and I designed the garden 
around those plant types. I also grow 
a veggie garden with asparagus, 
rhubarb, tomatoes, shallots, spinach 
and beetroot. We’re very big mulchers 
and we use local ribbon reed from 
Lake Tuggerah on the garden, which 
just goes crazy for it.”

The house before the rebuild. 
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Linea™ weatherboard

When it comes to weatherboard, 
why not use the one that weathers 
well? Made from the tough Scyon™ 
material, Linea™ weatherboards 
are pre-primed to make painting a 
breeze and boast crisp shadow lines 
to form a look-at-me facade.

EasyLap™ panel

Want to get a plain wall up fast? 
EasyLap™ panel is a strong, fibre 
cement base sheet finished with a 
site-applied, roll-on textured acrylic 
paint to create a rendered look with  
a subtle vertical joint.

Secura™ interior flooring

Redoing the bathroom? Make sure 
you use a floor that’s resistant to 
moisture damage, like Scyon™ 
Secura™ interior flooring. It’s a 
heavy-duty but lightweight structural 
flooring substrate that can be used 
for tile, vinyl and carpet finishes in 
both general interiors and wet areas.

Architect: Ian Esplin,  
www.esplin.com.au 

Builder: Bryan Welsh, Traditional  
Touch Builders, 0408 494 339. 

Roofing: Ritek composite roofing with 
integral R3.5 polystyrene insulation.

Insulation: Walls, R2 polyester batts.  

External walls: Rendered brick on 
lower floor; upper floor is clad in 
Sycon™Linea™ weatherboard.

Windows: Single-glazed low-e 
Vantage windows with aluminium 
frames.

Internal walls: Plasterboard on  
timber frame. 

Flooring: Spotted Gum timber flooring 
on elevated decks and living areas. 
Bedrooms are carpeted in Calivier 

Bramworth 100% wool; bathrooms 
and downstairs hallway tiled in 
natural beige from Amber Tiles. 

Water management: Action Tanks 
15,000L rainwater storage tank system. 

Energy management: General energy 
efficiency measures, and Hills solar 
evacuated tube hot water system.

Heating: Daikin Invertor 9kW split 
system reverse cycle air conditioner 
for supplementary heating in winter.

Cooling: Primarily natural ventilation, 
with ceiling fans in the living room 
and master bedroom.

Budgeted cost for the build: $650,000. 

Actual cost: On budget. Costs 
were lower due to the lightweight 
materials used and the rapid rate of 

construction, which also minimised 
vulnerability to wet weather delays. 
The entire build cost around $2500 
per square metre. 

Long-term cost reductions: Passive 
cooling from the louvred windows 
and cross ventilation, supplementary 
air-con heating in winter and the 
rainwater tanks adds up to far lower 
utility bills. The low-maintenance, 
‘future-proofed’ design of the home 
goes beyond The Basix NSW 
requirements in terms of energy 
efficiency, with the potential to 
become more so if solar panels are 
installed, or more LED lights retro-
fitted as they become more readily 
available and suitable. 

ground floor second floor


